ALLROUNDER
PACKAGE 2019

ALLROUNDER PACKAGE

EQUIPMENT
Truma DuoControl CS
with gas filter

Swivel arm for flat screen

Truma Mover® XT

Remote display and ice-ex

TV 21,5"

Radio preparation with 2
loudspeakers each in the
living room and sleeping
area, incl. DAB+ antenna

Antenna-package CARO®+

Radio DAB+/CD/MP3
with USB and bluetooth

Illustrations are similar.

12-V-supply package

150010

TABBERT ALLROUNDER PACKAGE MO-AXLE (78 kg)

301957

Truma DuoControl CS with gas filter

301057

Remote display and ice-ex

252034

Radio preparation with 2 loudspeakers each in the living room and sleeping area, incl. DAB+ antenna

551415

Swivel arm for flat screen with 230-V- and TV-connection

252023

TV 21,5"

251998

Antenna-package CARO®+

152069

Truma Mover® XT

250231

Radio DAB+/CD/MP3 with USB and bluetooth

252196

12-V-supply package

150011

TABBERT ALLROUNDER PACKAGE TANDEM AXLE (78 kg)

301957

Truma DuoControl CS with gas filter

301057

Remote display and ice-ex

252034

Radio preparation with 2 loudspeakers each in the living room and sleeping area, incl. DAB+ antenna

551415

Swivel arm for flat screen with 230-V- and TV-connection

252023

TV 21,5"

251998

Antenna-package CARO®+

152071

Truma Mover® XT 2

250231

Radio DAB+/CD/MP3 with USB and bluetooth

252196

12-V-supply package

150012

TABBERT ALLROUNDER PACKAGE TANDEM AXLE from 2.401 kg (112 kg)

301957

Truma DuoControl CS with gas filter

301057

Remote display and ice-ex

252034

Radio preparation with 2 loudspeakers each in the living room and sleeping area, incl. DAB+ antenna

551415

Swivel arm for flat screen with 230-V- and TV-connection

252023

TV 21,5"

251998

Antenna-package CARO®+

152072

Truma Mover® XT 4

250231

Radio DAB+/CD/MP3 with USB and bluetooth

252196

12-V-supply package

Packages are available when you buy a new TABBERT ROSSINI, DA VINCI, PEP, VIVALDI or PUCCINI.
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Concept & design: tsitrone medien GmbH & Co. KG, Cologne, www.tsitrone.de

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS
AVAILABLE AT:

www.tabbert.com

Knaus Tabbert GmbH • Helmut-Knaus-Straße 1 • D-94118Jandelsbrunn • www.knaustabbert.de

EN-INT

The details regarding delivery scope, dimensions and weight as well as in terms of appearance are in line with
the understanding at the time of printing (07/2018). We reserve the right to make changes to the equipment,
technical details, the series scope and the prices. Upon conclusion of the contract, technical changes within
the scope of the construction are retained insofar as they serve the technical advancement and are acceptable to the customer. Subtle deviations in colour tone and material properties are reserved – even after
conclusion of the contract. This applies insofar as these are unavoidable due to the material itself and are
acceptable to the customer. In some cases, figures show optional equipment that is available at additional
cost, or equipment features from prototypes/studies that are not standard and are not available individually
as optional equipment. Colours may appear altered due to the printing process. Before purchasing a vehicle,
please consult a suitable authorised dealer who can provide you with comprehensive information and advice
regarding all of the latest models. The decorations illustrated in the catalogue are not included in the scope
of delivery. Please also consult the information contained in the current price list, particularly with regard
to weights, vehicle load capacities and tolerances. May only be reproduced in whole or in part with the prior
written permission of Knaus Tabbert GmbH. Errors and omissions excepted.

